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Outstanding features abound.
A compelling material.
Threedimensional
design

HI-MACS® is an intelligent composition of acrylic, natural minerals and pigments that
come together to provide a smooth, non porous and visually seamless surface which
meets the highest standards for aesthetics, functionality and hygiene. Thanks in large
part to its flexibility, HI-MACS® offers countless advantages over conventional
materials.

HI-MACS® boasts a simple heating process and three
dimensional thermoforming capabilities. This allows for
greater forming flexibility compared with other conventional materials so that spectacular ideas can quickly

Seamless
perfection

HI-MACS® allows for visually seamless manipulation.
Smooth integration enables large areas without visible
joints or edges as well as flush mounting of sinks or
bowls. Not only do objects made from this solid surface
material appear to be works of art cast from a single
mould, the material’s seamless manipulation and non

Dramatic
translucency

porous nature create surfaces which are extremely
hygienic, easy-to-clean and thus ideally suited for use in
hospitals and laboratories.
The seamless finish also allows for repair and replacement
without a visible trace should any part of a HI-MACS
installation be damaged at any time.

®

Certain colors and thicknesses of HI-MACS® exhibit a
special translucency when exposed to light. Various textures
and patterns can be built into the material to intensify
the HI-MACS® translucency effect. Depending on the light
source, pattern and design, spectacular cut-out effects

Unlimited
color
spectrum

Along with choice of material, color selection is a crucial
factor when it comes to high-quality design. Elegant White,
warm Toffee Brown, bold Orange, mystical Cima, translucent pastels or fine shimmer textures.
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take on a concrete shape. No radius, shape or angle is
impossible. The logical conclusion: a material that
moulds to your ideas and designs – not the other way
around. Exactly how it should be.

HI-MACS® offers a virtually limitless range of colors in
many shades. More are being added every year, no matter
what color you choose, HI-MACS® remains 100% homo
geneous.

can add visual interest and create a completely new sense
of space. The translucent properties of this solid surface
material make it the perfect choice for lamps and illuminated furnishings.

Simple
processing

Although HI-MACS® is almost as robust as stone, it can be
worked in the same way as wood. Using conventional
carpenters’ tools, this solid surface material can be sawn,
routed or drilled. It lends itself to the creation of an endless

variety of multi-dimensional forms and much, much more.
No wonder most people working with the material have
a background in woodworking and appreciate HI-MACS®
as a natural partner for innovative ideas.
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2016/17 Design Trend

Thoughts on the home
Those who wish to free themselves from an exhausting and unstable world, if only for a few hours, eventually head toward
home. The instinct to seek happiness in a safe place of refuge or one’s emotional space is a primal one. As such, the concept
of “home” has now become a popular trend and the subject of various designs. The 2016/2017 issue of LG Hausys’ Idees:
Homescape suggests three design themes: Homescape, a safe place protected from the outside world; Editopia, a self-directed
space for reorganization; and Housewarming, a space that retains human warmth.

Theme A

HOMESCAPE

Now is the time for the development of a refined version of
freedom and rest by focusing on one’s inner self and doing
nothing else.)

Theme B

EDITOPIA

Various efforts to bring change to the existing framework, the
application of dynamic styling techniques inspired by sports,
and the concept of the “man cave” are all attempts to break
free from the standardized floor plans that have become all too
familiar.

Theme C

HOUSEWARMING

As more time is spent with family and friends, the home becomes
the base camp of happiness. Even social activities are coming into
the home.
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Theme A

HOMESCAPE
Color

Calming pastel colors that emanate positive emotions dominate this scene. Pink,
orange, yellow, mint, sky blue -none of these colors stand out in comparison to the
others. With low saturation, the colors help to create a certain sense of peace.

Pattern

The design inspired by tropical animals and plants, including cacti, tropical fruit, palm
trees, flamingos, and coral reefs, distract viewers from the harsh realities of life, even
just for a while, and the ethnic pattern brings to mind exotic scenery, such as that
of Latin South America or Africa.

Material

[HI-MACS]
S305 EMERALD

A comfy daybed big enough to lie down on and stretch your legs out and an armchair that supports your entire body work
together to create a space for rest and relaxation where there is nothing you have to do, and where you won’t feel guilty for
doing nothing at all. The combination of gentle pastel colors that puts your mind at ease is another remedy for the exhaustion
we all feel.
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The glass objets d’art, including the plant vase covered in gradated colors that
change continuously depending on the angle at which the light hits them as well as
the coral, turquoise, and amethyst, serve to put the image of a tropical beach firmly
in our minds.
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Theme B

EDITOPIA
Color

The red, yellow, and blue come together to form a dynamic image that induces
nostalgia for the early digital age and encourages its viewers to move around with
excitement.
The metallic colors of shiny blue, gold, green, and silver serve to create a harmonious
orchestra of color.

Pattern

The retro-mood patterns, including those with pixels and graphics, which heralded
the beginning of the digital age, highlight the lively mood permeating this space.
Inspired by Bauhaus, the simplistic and sophisticated form and composition draw
your attention.

Material

This is an office space that tempts its occupants to move around actively rather than stay still. The items resembling sports
and fitness equipment create a dynamic, immersive space filled with energy and joy, much like a playground.
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Metallic materials such as gold and silver are still in high demand. As are aluminum,
which reminds you of the future, and futuristic metals in multi-colored marble and
high-hue colors.
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Theme C

HOUSEWARMING
Color

The warm-toned gray, beige, and white combined with the old-fashioned,
vintage colors of green, red, blue, and yellow work together to instill warmth
into the space.

Pattern

The vintage check and Herringbone patterns, gentle flower design, and retro tile
work coalesce to create a nostalgic mood, along with the antique furniture pieces
with their paint peeling off, knit wares, embroidery, and weaving, all handmade to
perfection. These items bring back warm memories of the past.

Material

A small tea party with loved ones. Although there are few glamorous decorations, the warm feeling that grows in your
heart as you cook for the people you are about to enjoy some memorable times with makes you realize what is truly
important in life.
The old, hand-stained objets d’art with vintage flower pattern and the old tree that exudes a warm feeling serve as a
means of achieving a slow, calm life.
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Although the material looks coarse, like or a piece of pottery fresh out of the oven,
it also appears as if it’s been used for a long time, expressing the humbleness of
everyday life. The warmth of the wool, felt, and knit materials, painted wood with
spots where the paint has come off, and metals that no longer reflect the light
come together to re-create that scenery in your memory.
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New Colors_ MARMO

MARMO_Color & Patterns

You will be captivated by sophisticated texture, reminiscent of marble. The feel of natural stone with deep and soft

You will be captivated by sophisticated texture, reminiscent of marble. The feel of natural stone with deep and soft

waves makes the Marmo patterns the perfect choice for creating space.

waves makes the Marmo collection the perfect choice for creating space.

Marmo - 2016 New Color patterns are very rich in marbling to emphasize the natural look of stones. Clustering of the
pattern has been reduced to create more clear and natural marbling flow.

M306 Breeze White

M307 Mist

M322 Pantheon

M323 Colosseum

M302 Pompei
M351 Milan

Concrete Collection-M322 Pantheon

M303 Capri

M351 Milan

M401 Veladero

M352 Vernazza

M402 Goldstrike

M411 Messina

M403 Cortez

M412 Foggia
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M352 Vernazza

Breeze Collection-M306 Breeze White

Midas Collection-M403 Cortez

M206 Monza
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HI-MACSⓇ Products

ASTER(Galaxy)_Color & Patterns

VOLCANICS_Color & Patterns

With transparent grains and mother of pearl shimmer, as if from another world. The high transparent chips provide

Full of depth and mysticism, akin to a precious natural stone but all of the advantages of “Acrylic

a richness with its unique chips. The transparent chips with a dazzle of pearls provide a mystic elegant atmosphere.

Solid Surface”. The enhanced natural look comes from unique translucent and tricolor chips which

Dramatic effect derives from what is probable, and not from what is possible.” – Aristotle - When combined with

enable you to enjoy the beauty of natural stone, without having to sacrifice the ease of maintenance

precisely positioned light sources, the translucent pastel shades become transformed into dramatic design highlights.

and fabrication you have enjoyed with HI-MACSⓇ

T017 Andromeda

VW01 Gemini

T010 Nebula

VE01 Tambora

T011 Venus

VA01 Santa Ana

T024 Spica

VE02 Mikeno

T016 Mars

VE26 Shasta
T024 Spica (Bathroom, vanity top)

VB21 Taos

T002 Uranus

VR21 Stellar

T025 Capella

VL21 Santorini

T026 Rigel

VB21 Taos

T001 Black Hole

VN24 Kohala

T008 Jupiter
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T025 Capella (Kitchen top)

VE01 Tambora

VA01 Santa Ana

VB01 Merapi
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HI-MACSⓇ Products

LUCIA_Color & Patterns

GRANITE_Color & Patterns

Introducing the first Marcel Wanders’ range of surface materials designed for HI-MACSⓇand produced by LG Hausys.

Granite comes from the Latin granum, a grain, in reference to the coarse-grained structure of such a

A combination of mineral elements give definition to three poetic characters: meet the ‘Star Queen’, the ‘Ice Queen’ and

holocrystalline rock. A huge selection of textures and colors. Natural, elegant and perfect to combine.

the ‘Shadow Queen’. Full of personality, these surface solutions evolve from a set of powerful.

W001 Ice Queen

P001 Perna White

W002 Cloud

G034 Arctic Granite

W003 Shadow Queen

G004 White Quartz

W004 Star Queen

G005 White Granite

W005 Pistachio

G007 Platinum Granite
W010 Red Qunoa

P004 Perna Black / P001 Perna White

W006 Macadamia

G114 Clay

W007 Lentil

G063 Allspice Quartz

W008 Acorn

G074 Mocha Granite

W009 Marron

G103 Grey Onix

W010 Red Quinoa
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W005 Pistachio

G134 Whole Grain (Wall) / G130 Vanilla Sugar (Sink)

G131 Oatmeal

G047 Black Bird
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SOLID_Color & Patterns

LUCENT_Color & Patterns

Basic-solid colors create a snug atmosphere for life & work. The nature to bring great complications to simplicity is what

Dramatic effect derives from what is probable, and not from what is possible.” – Aristotle -

brings life back to the quintessence. The space for your dream such as art gallery. From elegant to extravagant, classic to

When combined with precisely positioned light sources, the translucent pastel shades become

ultra-contemporary-this is a limitless collection.

transformed into dramatic design highlights.

S034 Diamond White

S028 Alpine White

S005 Grey

S106 Lemon Squash

S026 Banana
Red
S025
W010
RedFiery
Qunoa

S302 Opal

S027 Orange

S302 Opal

S025 Fiery Red

S107 Mazarin blue

S303 Sapphire

S111 Dark Night

S304 Ruby

S022 Black
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S028 Alpine White

S026 Banana

S302 Opal

S302 Opal

S305 Emerald
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HI-MACSⓇ Products

Designer
Collection

Designer
Collection

2016 Lucia’s Queen Series designed by Marcel Wanders

Sparkle Collection designed by Karim Rashid

After the success of the collaboration for Milan Design Week 2015 with Dutch designer Marcel Wanders, LG Hausys

“Color is beautiful and it’s all about self-expression. Be yourself.”

launches three new colors of the new collection by the famous designer: Ice Queen, Shadow Queen and Star Queen.

“I Love pink and techno colors-colors that a vibrancy and energy of our digital world. I use colors to create from, mood,

Marcel Wanders’ three new colors harmoniously complement the Lucia collection’s Lentil and Red Quinoa, whose shades

feeling and to touch the public memory. Colors is not just ‘is’ and is not intangible it is very real, very strong, and has a

provide equal contrast and warmth.

real physical presence. Color is beautiful and it’s all about selfexpression. Be yourself.”

P100 Key Lime

P103 Kandy Pink

W001 Ice Queen

P101 Kreemy Grey

P102 Kold Silver

W001 Ice Queen

P104 Kanada Violet

W003 Shadow Queen

P105 Kopp

W004 Star Queen
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W003 Shadow Queen

W004 Star Queen

P100 Key Lime

P103 Kandy Pink

P106 Koal
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HI-MACSⓇ Project Highlights

Marcel Wanders’ rational and emotional worlds for
LG Hausys at Milan Design Week
Marcel Wanders' concept of two opposite worlds for the LG Hausys stand at Milan Design Week 2015 is not
just a spatial arrangement – it is an experience. In this space where rational and emotional meet, HI-MACS®
becomes a piece of art. Inspired by LG Hausys continuous material innovation, versatility and durability,
Wanders tells the story of the endles possibilities of LG Hausys’ products for this amazing design. The pattern
was originally conceived around the themes of macro-cosmos, the layered, ornamental vastness of the
Universe, and the micro-cosmos, with its ordered systems and patterns which can be found on a microscopic
level.
This contradiction has inspired the space itself, where science and emotions meet and HI-MACS® becomes a
piece of art. Experience two contrasting spaces, the rational and the emotional zone. The rational zone, is a
fundamentally functional and visually clean meeting space, which encourages dynamic dialog and information
exchange. The floors and the walls are executed in metal panels with geometric shapes highlighting the
openness and sharpness of the space. In the centre of the room, and inspired by one of Marcel Wanders'
patterns, lays an exceptional piece; a slowly rotating imposing Medallion which reveals all the beauty and
versatility of the Solid Surface HI-MACS®®.
Opposed to this rational and functional zone, the emotional zone is more intimate, mysterious and poetic. The
entire space is covered in the Marcel Wanders 'Blooming Universe' pattern, and feels like a quiet pensive oasis.
Here patterns extend to all surrounding objects: from seats, to decorative pieces and floor standing lamps.
This surreal and visually imposing environment is contrasted with glossy white HI-MACS® and the metallic
film surface of the Medallion in the centre of the space. The visitor is lured into taking a seat and appreciating
the beauty of
this slowly rotating, dramatically lit central sculpture. The usually functional HI-MACS® achieves an almost
poetic quality; LG Gracia wallpaper has been used to cover pieces of furniture, and the dramatic appliance
laminates has been used as a wall covering. Marcel Wanders concept for the LG Hausys stand at Milan Design
Week 2015 surprises and inspires, it highlights the creative use of LG Hausys products, whilst at the same
time providing a perfect balance between tactile and the intangible, rational and emotional, practical and
magical. A must see experience.

Karim Rashid with HI-MACS® Projects
‘Kook’ and ‘Karan’: the exclusive kitchens
The merger of Karim Rashid's futuristic vision with the extraordinary properties of HI-MACS®, the latestgeneration acrylic stone, has given rise to Kook and Karan, two kitchens manufactured by Aran Cucine,
remarkable for their ultimate originality.
The exclusive concept of Kook, which was presented at Eurocucina (Milan International Furniture Fair),
is distinguished by sinuous silhouettes and an entirely innovative ergonomic design, which was made
possible due to the excellent properties of HI-MACS® which proved essential to facilitate the shape and
functional requirements of this fabulous kitchen.
Colors are the real dwellers of space, whereas lines merely travel through space and streak it; lines just
pass through (Y. Klein).
This surprising “apartment” design is named Sparkle Krib (from sparkle, obviously, and crib, a home) and
is a study of the visual power of sinuous lines and colours. The concept is presented as a suggestive
hymn to the duality of the subject matter, mixing idealism and pragmatism. Creativity is found amongst
elements which are inserted harmoniously into a space having organic, fluid lines, as if it were moving: the
furnishings are simple and essential, but have great personality, characterised by innovative and futuristic
design and technology.
The space takes form through the clever use of HI-MACS®, highlighting and stressing its extraordinary
material and technical potential which best express the concept of “freedom of imagination”. Thanks to
its flexible structure, which is easy to work with, this New Generation Acrylic Stone actually lends itself by
its nature to easily supporting the imagination of architects and designers, giving life to its varied forms
and ideas, even the most ambitious ones.

Karan, Design by Karim Rashid for Aran Cucine
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Zaha Hadid with HI-MACS® Projects
Opera house in China / DDP in Korea
Alongside the concert hall with seating for 1,800 people, the new 70,000 sqm building comprises a
reception area with lobby and lounge, a second, smaller multifunctional hall, as well as offices and support
premises. Unmistakeably, the opera house bears the signature of star architect Zaha Hadid: It has no right
angles, the walls and ceilings slant, and the audience passageways are shaped so as to flow into each
other.
The dramatic effects of the interior design is spectacular. Recesses in the walls and lines of sight within
the entrance area, and the way the building opens up are intended to play with the visitor’s perception of
space.
“Designing is pure play”, says the star architect. “We are working on the idea of a flowing landscape. A
few years ago, we already engaged with stripping away shape. This allows the light to penetrate deep into
the space. That led us to involve ourselves more with geology, archaeology and topography. Our projects
are therefore greatly influenced by landscapes and by the way in which erosion changes them.”
The world’s largest three-dimensional amorphous architectural structure, the DDP metonymically
combines history and culture with the city, society, and economy to create one landscape. Reminiscent
of flowing water, the structure embraces the spatial flexibility of the park and incorporates Korean
tradition and the future of ever-changing design into one. The origin of this concept is the perceived need
of architecture to allow people to imagine what they could not before. The DDP will realize the public
character and design objectives by pursuing spatial flexibility of a building and park that are associated
with the flow of liquid. At the same time, the DDP will serve as an educational resource for designers and
the public as well as an architectural edifice that adjusts to ongoing cultural changes.
- by Zaha Hadid
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Empire Riverside Hotel Hamburg
Designed by David Chipperfield Architects
The Empire Riverside Hotel and the “Brauhaus”, an office and business complex, is located in the centre
of Hamburg on industrial land formerly occupied by the Bavaria brewery. The buildings lie between two
widely divergent areas of the city:
to the east are striking townhouses, commercial buildings and banks, and to the north and west,
provincial St Pauli with its preponderance of four- and five-storey buildings built in the 19th century.
Both the facade and the interior were designed By Berlin-based David Chipperfield Architects. The
building complex is made up of three structures: The eaves of the low-rise section of the hotel and the
“Brauhaus” reflect those of the historical buildings whilst the slim 21-storey tower is the jewel in the
crown that is the new port of Hamburg.
The hotel building is divided into a publicly accessible and a private area. The public area with conference
rooms, a restaurant, a breakfast room, a ballroom and a lounge positioned around a four-storey high
reception lobby is in the low-rise section. There is also a bar open to the public on the 20th floor.
David Chipperfield designed a large part of the interior with HI-MACS® acrylic stone. This is a mineralbased material made up of 70% natural stone powder, approximately 25% high-quality acrylic resin and
around 5% natural pigments. It was developed and manufactured by the world’s leading company in this
sector, LG HAUSYS or LG HAUSYS EUROPE based in Geneva in Switzerland.
It is an environmentally-friendly, high-quality product that thanks to its versatility is being used
increasingly by architects and designers today. With its non-porous surface, HI-MACS® is smooth,
hygienic and low-maintenance. It is also stain and heat resistant. Through the acrylic resin it acquires a
translucent beauty and a modern appearance.
HI-MACS® has two major features: it is totally impermeable to water and it is highly durable. The
material is so robust that its colour neither fades nor peels off.
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Architects Love HI-MACS® in
Hotel Puerta America
Silken Hotel Group’s Hotel Puerta Amé rica is the most challenging architectural project ever to have been fabricated using HI-MACS®.
No less than eight of the floors of this showcase hotel feature designs using over 11,000m2 of this state-of-the-art design product.
The designers who worked on this project were Marc Newson and Christian Liaigre, and the architects involved were John Pawson, Zaha
Hadid, David Chipperfield, Ron Arad, Kathryn Findlay and Jean Nouvel.
‘The whole project is an experiment in using LG HI-MACS® in a new application. The final product is like our model. We have pushed
our design concept and the product’s specification – which is already high-performance – to a new level, creating a fluid space and
a seamless experience’ - ZAHA HADID – first floor: whole floor; bedrooms; furniture; hallway (except for lighting and flooring) ‘The
propriety of LG HI-MACS® permits a totally coherent result. You can create form just as you want without any joints, as well as furniture
and walls in the same product. We are totally satisfied with the result this product achieves and hope to use it in other projects’. - JEAN
NOUVEL – twelfth floor: bathrooms – vanity units, wall cladding, bathtubs; bedrooms – furniture, door cladding, benches; – thirteen
floor: sauna

MARC NEWSON
Entrance level: bar and bar tables

‘We have specified LG HI-MACS® Ivory white for the tables of the ground floor bar. The design of the table was decided 18 months ago - a
hexagonal lump integrated in the overall layout of the seats in leather. At the very last minute we decided to have these tables as glowing
elements in order to imply the honeycomb-like layout.
Newson’s design for the ground floor ‘Marmo’ bar brings an individualistic atmosphere. It features a grey slate leather tile and Carrara
marble floor and scooped out, laser cut aluminium decorative walls tilted like the interior of an airplane. The presence of the bar, a solid 8
metre, 6 ton chunk of Statuario Venato Carrara marble, and choice of grey slate and off-white leather furniture upholstery lend a sense of
tactility. Made of ivory white HI-MACS®, his design for eight hexagonal bar tables lit from the inside demonstrate how the material can be
used to bring life into an environment.

LG HI-MACS® allows architects, designers, specifiers and fabricators to translate their designs for contemporary commercial and
residential surface applications into the highest standard of finished performances. Areas where this is highly evident include airport
terminals, hotels, shops, bars and restaurants, healthcare, laboratory and industrial installations, work tops, food counters, kitchen tables,
vanity tops, restrooms, office desks and wall decorations. The creative combination of LG Chem Europe with its world class application
of the LG HI-MACS®design product and the epic creative project of realising Hotel Puerta Amé rica, Madrid, has helped to forge an
exceptional architectural identity and quality for the building.
‘It has been a unique opportunity to work together with so many world class architects and designers unprecedented in the industry’,
comments Dominique Tombeur, Vice President of LG Chem Europe. As a company, we believe in responding proactively to demands
from customers through continuous research, and our product has evolved because we have answered the challenges from architects
and designers who have pushed us to expand and create new applications.

CHRISTIAN LIAIGRE
Restaurant level: central bar

‘We are particularly very happy of the use of the translucent properties of the material’ Liaigre’s design for the restaurant’s bar is a carved
decorative relief on the front based on the influence of Spanish decorative elements from Andalusia, Galicia and Catalonia rendered in
ceramic, forged iron and embroidery.
The bar’s relief form and working surface is made with alpine white HI-MACS®, and back lit, revealing the translucency of the product
through a variable intensity of light. It highlights HI-MACS®’s possibilities for advanced craftsmanship as well as how the versatility of the
product can help translate decorative designs into reality.
The design drawings were digitized and transferred to a CNC machine for carving, an industrial process that brings a precise result.
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ZAHA HADID
First floor: whole floor; bedrooms; furniture; hallway
(except for Lighting and flooring)

Zaha Hadid’s use of the ultra-flexible HI-MACS® material creates a liquid space from the moment you step out of the first floor elevator.
Right from the lobby to thirty bedrooms and two suites there is a continuous use of the material; in fact it represents the largest use of a
solid surface on a single site. In the stunning, all-white rooms the floor, walls and furniture are all one complex and continuous surface or
skin, making them pieces of art. Every single element – the walls, bedroom door with its LED illuminated signs, sliding door to the bathroom,
bathtub and vanity unit, bed, shelves, chair and a cantilevered bench by the window which doubles up as a table - is rounded in a single
curved sweep. Starting with a flat sheet of HI-MACS®. Features like the sliding door to the bathroom, which recall the wing of a plane, bring
creative craftsmanship to a semi-industrial process. A further unique element of this suite of bedrooms is the use of color. Customers can
choose an alpine white or a black bedroom, a white bedroom with a black bathroom, black bedroom and white bathroom or a black bedroom
and an orange bathroom.

DAVID CHIPPERFIELD
Third floor: bathrooms - vanity units, shelves Suites –
vanity units, bathtub, shelves, furniture

‘HI-MACS® is so seamless and its luxuriouness gives the long table its elegance, yet it is at the same time so appropriate’. Chipperfield used
the opportunity of designing a floor at the Hotel to depart from the customary homogeneity found in hotel interiors. Instead, he achieves
a minimal yet luxurious design. The ‘no frills’,straight lines and simplicity of Chipperfield’s designs for his Japanese-inspired twin and double
bedrooms are rendered with a palette of restrained materials. The pared down aesthetic creates a consistent, aesthetically pleasing and
extremely durable solution. Futon beds on sleeping platforms are topped by blue canopies. A luxurious landscape of black terracotta tiles
wraps around the base of the room, stepping up and down to form the bed platform and plinth for the stereo, for instance. HI-MACS® is
used to create a long cantilevering table that runs through the bathrooms, forming a counter containing the washbasin, trays, wastepaper
bins and footstools, and another slab is carved out to create a recess for seating. This series of essential elements is comfortably arranged
so that each feels indivisible from the whole. The architect has also used HI-MACS® in the kitchen and bathroom of his private residence in
London.
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RON ARAD
Seventh floor: whole concept for bathrooms

A different way of organising space’
Ron Arad has radically reinvented the conventional notion of a hotel bedroom, offering a new way of organising space freeing it of barriers.
His design is a single centrally placed S-shaped wall system incorporating the shower, two vanity units, toilet cover, oval bath and bed, all
with rounded edges. Two alternative room options are available with flamboyant fiery red or a clean alpine white HI-MACS®. The design
exploits thermoforming properties the heavy pigment colors of the product especially rely on.

KATHRYN FINDLAY
Eighth floor: bathroom - wall cladding, bathtubs and vanity units

‘I am extremely impressed by the qualities of HI-MACS® and its versatility in fabricating architects’ designs. It enabled us to realise the
flowing, continuous bathroom spaces that we wanted’.
The thirty bedrooms designed by Findlay achieve a real sense of pure comfort, an environment in which you can dream and feel that you are
floating on clouds, sensing the freshness of the breeze. The meditative quality of the spaces aims to remove sensory overload. The smooth
flowing lines of the design of the bathrooms, made in alpine white HI-MACS®, supports this unfussy, soothing theme..
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JOHN PAWSON
Mezzanine floor: hallway cladding

Pawson conceived the lobby as a free and calm space, back lit, with a travertine marble floor and an off-white mar Marino plaster wall – ‘an
oasis away from the hustle and bustle of the city’. It features a mix of furniture: revived designs by the distinguished Danish designer Hans
Wegner were commissioned alongside new designs by Pawson.
The mezzanine links bridges over the reception area offering double height views of Christian Liaigre’s restaurant and Marc Newson’s bar.
Here, Pawson has used HI-MACS® to create two wide landscape format windows, 5 metres wide x 1 metre long, like slots, with hidden
lights. The material lines this portal, giving the visitor a sense of looking through a deep framed space. Pawson asked for a HI-MACS®
custom color to match the off-white mar Marino plaster walls, and the result, with its honed satin finish, is the closest approximation of a
slab of ivory.

Application Gallery
Facades and Wall Cladding
Public Buildings and Offices
Shops and Exhibitions
Hospitality and Gastronomy
HealthCare
Living Spaces
Kichen

JEAN NOUVEL
Twelfth floor: bathrooms – vanity units, wall cladding,
bathtubs; bedrooms – furniture, door cladding, benches; – thirteen
floor: sauna and Turkish bath with shower

‘The propriety of HI-MACS® permits a totally coherent result. You can create form just as you want without any joints, as well as furniture
and walls in the same product. We are totally satisfied with the result this product achieves and hope to use it in other projects’.
Nouvel developed a design concept based on the idea of liberty, visible from the first glimpse on the panels on the hotel’s faç ade which is
adorned with the words of a poem by Paul Eluard, In the twelfth floor bedrooms and suites he chose to feature the work of photographers
Alain Fleischer and Nobuyoshi Araki because of their focus on dreams, fantasy, nudity, fetishism and the exotic. The design is very simple,
pure, giving prominence to huge sliding glazed panels serigraphed with the photographers’ work. This sense of absence allows visitors
to imagine ghostly shadows on the ceilings and walls, and creates an atmospheric urban event. By contrast, the materials and furniture
featured are muted in expression and essential only for their functional purpose.
Consequently the propriety of HI-MACS® material used for the bedroom furniture and bathroom surfaces achieves a high level of coherence.
They are realised in HI-MACS® in alpine white. HI-MACS® also responded to the architect’s request for anthracite black, a dark grey custom
color.
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Facade and
Wall Cladding

Pangyo Private House
Looks good inside and outside! HI-MACS® durability makes
it ideal when used both for impressive cladding projects,
facade and wall linings.

With the construction of the Pan-gyo Residence by the Korean
architecture firm, Office 53427, a HI-MACS® façade was used
for the first time in Korea. The properties of the material
masterfully underline the objectives of the firm, which has set
itself the goal of using new materials and technologies to
counteract the homogeneous Korean architectural landscape
and its monolithic design.

Korean Pan-gyo Residence
Location : Pan-gyo, Korea
Design : Oce 53427
Fabrication : Daemyung ATM
Material : HI-MACS® S28 Alpine White
Photo credit : Yongkwan Kim

Location: Hamburg, Germany
Design: Jan Gerdt, Germany, gerdt-picas.de
Fabrication: Kiebitzberg GmbH & Co.,
Germany, kiebitzberg.de – Klöpfer Surfaces,
Germany, kloepfer-surfaces.de
Material: HI-MACS®, Ivory White

Penthouse Hamburg Harvestehude
White stays white.
If you decide to choose white as a facade colour, then you want the colour to
retain its whiteness even 10 years down the line. Thanks to its smooth surface,
HI-MACS® provides less places for dirt to collect compared to other facade
materials which can sometimes go grey very quickly. Moreover, the surface is
easy to clean and maintain.
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Beneteau’s facade
Location : Givrand (Saint-Gilles-Croix-de-Vie area), France
Design : PAD Architectes for BERI 21 Fabrication LCCA
Material : HI-MACS® Alpine White
Photo credit : Mathieu Ducros©
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Public Buildings
and Offices

The requirements for public spaces are very demanding.
In fact these areas are everyone’s environment. It‘s therefore good to know that HI-MACS® regularly undergoes all
of the relevant product tests and holds all the required

City Hall of Almere
The correct material can change the first impression of an entire city. In public buildings the planners need to ensure that the
materials used provide maximum efficiency and durability. These were the key reasons that the city planners selected HI-MACS®
Natural Acrylic Stone.

The base surround from alpine white HI-MACS® smoothly
encircles the entire mezzanine level of the ministry building.

City Hall of Almere / Location : Almere, Netherlands Design : Fokkema & Partners Architecten, Netherlands, fokkema-partners.nl Fabrication : Van Der Plas
Meubel & Project BV, Netherlands, vanderplas.biz – Baars & Bloemhoff, Netherlands, baars-bloemhoff.nl Material : HI-MACS®, Arctic White

Dutch Health Ministry
Location: The Hague, Netherlands
Design: architectenbureau cepezed bv Delft,
Netherlands, cepezed.nl
Fabricator: Van Der Plas Meubel & Project BV,
Netherlands, vanderplas.biz – Baars & Bloemhoff,
Netherlands, baars-bloemhoff.nl

Torre de Cristal
Porsche Museum
A vision becomes reality. Immediately next to the headquarters of
Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG in Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen, you can today
find one of the most spectacular car museums in the world. The
Porsche Museum. Be inspired by over 80 vehicles on our 5,600
square metre exhibition area.
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Material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

Location : Stuttgart, Germany
Design : Delugan Meissl ZT GmbH
Fabricator : GRAICHEN Bau -

Torre de Cristal by A-Cero Joaquin Torres Architects

Und Mobelwerkstatten

Location : Madrid, Spain

GmbH - Klopfer Surfaces, Germany

Design : A-Cero

Rosskopf & Partner AG, Germany

Fabricator : Grupo Candido Hermida

Photographer : Zooey Braun

Photo : A-Cero

Material : HI-MACS® Aipine White

Material : HI-MACS® Alpine White, Black
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Shops and
Exhibitions

Selling has to be learnt and generally starts with the
presentation of the goods for sale. HI-MACS® expertly puts
the products in the spotlight and guides the customer’s
gaze in the right direction. Corporate logos can be simply
and easily applied to or cut into the material.

W Hotel Sky Lobby Bar
LG Hausys was selected as the surface brand of choice for the newly constructed Sky Lobby Bar located in the W Hotel in the heart
of New York City. The bar offers a contemporary look featuring
white leather seating squares and hanging lamps, and now serves
as a popular destination for locals and hotel guests. The bar even
features an outdoor seating area for guests to enjoy.
“The W Hotel desired a curved 3-D look for their bar and you
cannot accomplish that with traditional soft surface materials.
Fortunately, through the use of LG Hausys’ HI-MACS® product, the
hotel achieved the stunning look they were after,” said Jon Olson,
communications manager at Sterling Surfaces, who served as the
project installer.
Super design Show Temporary Museum for New Design
Location: Milan, Italy
Design: Marcel Wanders
(Netherlands : marcelwanders.com)
Material: HI-MACS®
Color: 1) M322 Pantheon
2) G100 Peanut Butter
3) P105 Kopp
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4) P102 Kold Silver

W Hotel Sky Lobby Bar

5) S28 Alpine White

Location : New York City, NY

6) M306 Breeze White

Materials : HI-MACS®Black

7) S302 Opal

Fabrication : Sterling Surfaces

8) P001 Perna White

Design : Global Brand Design for W Hotels
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Hospitality and
Gastronomy

HI-MACS® creates visual, statement features in the
trendiest of bars, the most upmarket of restaurants and
the most happening clubs. Almost every ambience a
designer might wish to create can be achieved with the
diverse properties of the material.

Healthcare

Cleanliness and sterility is paramount in hospitals and
laboratories and any materials used should also meet the
strictest standards. Its internationally certified resistance
to dirt, viruses, bacteria and numerous chemicals make
it the first material of choice in the healthcare sector.

The picture below shows how the material can be
reshaped in several dimensions and smoothly connected
to shape a long band.

Hospital Diakonessen
Perfect hygiene meets perfect formability
HI-MACS® can be easily combined with other materials as here, in the hospital
chemist’s, with light oak wood. The generous work surfaces are created smoothly
from the easy clean Solid Surface Material, as if in one pour.
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Hospital Diakonessen
Location : Utrecht, Netherlands

The picture below shows how the material can be
reshaped in several dimensions and smoothly connected
to shape a long band.

Design : Inbo, Netherlands, inbo.com

Dove Spa in Hamburg

Fabrication : Technoplanning, Netherlands,

Location: Hamburg, Gemany

technoplanning.nl – Baars & Bloemhoff,

Design: MAVEKO GmbH

Netherlands, baars-bloemhoff.nl

Fabricator: Likoo, Germany - Klöpfer Surfaces, Gemany

Material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

Material: HI-MACS® Alpine White
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Living Spaces

Any materials used within your own four walls are
generally selected with the utmost care. After all you are
going to be living under the same roof as them. It’s ideal
then that HI-MACS® is completely at home wherever
a stylish, cosy and personalised ambience is required.

Kitchen

The ingredients as well as the material on which they are
prepared, have a key role to play in creating a thoroughly
successful meal.Thanks to its non-porous, dirt-repellent
surface, HI-MACS® is ideal for working with food and even
common chemicals cannot harm the material. Cooking
thus becomes an absolute pleasure.

PWS Broad Oak Rye
The friendly HI-MACS® tone Santa Ana perfectly harmonises with the
rustic oak kitchen and proves that hi-tech material and modern country
house design work well together.

Doble Dueto Apartment

Private Kitchen LINEARE

Location: Albaida, Valencia

Location: Hamburg, Germany

Design: SpainCuartopensante Studio

Design: PLAN W GmbH, Germany, planw.com

Fabricaton: Fustería Castelló

Fabricator: PLAN W GmbH, Germany planw.com –

Material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

Klöpfer Surfaces, Germany, kloepfer-surfaces.de

Photo credit: Sergio Pomar Montahud

Material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White
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Through the exclusive mobile application,
HI-MACS & Viatera communicate with global customers
24 hours whenever and wherever they are.

Share, download & keep contents as you want
- If you are interested in certain information you once use, you can share it by SNS, email and download to
your device.
- It is possible to upload one’s own project using mobile photo and get reference easily.

Not only photo, but story telling and
personelized information service also!
- We serve interesting and credible customized
information project title, relevant designer,
process partner and so on with photos.
- For applying easily on customers’ project, it consists with
detail cases of each use.
( Office &Shop, Public Building, Hotel, Façade,
Health Care, Education, Exhibition, Kitchen, Bathroom,
Furniture, Airport, Catering, Total House and so on)

Reduce the cost of marketing and off-line promotion materials using special
traits of mobile device.
- Possible to use real-time check updated information by push alarm function (e.g. mobile Ad.)
- Possible to use high definition and capacity large image view by display type.
- Possible to move screen by using relevant search keywords between contents
(e.g. product color – applied photo – story – similar case etc.)
- Using online materials’ advantages that is easy to produce, provide and apply modified parts,
It is possible to run effective marketing by diversify the sorts of contents, increase quality and
reduce off-line materials that needs lots of times and costs.

How to Download
In every countries, share information with live communication and Glocalization
(Global+ Localization) by cell phone and tablet pc.

- Language of menu is changeable depends on
accessed location. And you can change it if
you want.(Korean, English, Chinese, French,
German, Italian, Spanish)
- Available all over the world with Google
Android and Apple app store.
- Possible to use and manage by each locaiton,
and you can select & add information that is
uploaded from each countries to another
countries
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Download m HI-MACS & Viatera *
① search the [HIMACS,하이막스,HI-MACS, etc.] on Play store (Android) and App store (iOS)
② Click the below URL
- Play store (Android)
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lghausys.mobile.himacs
- App store (iOS)
https://itunes.apple.com/kr/app/hi-macs-viatera/id1059654520?l=en&mt=8
* Don’t forget to turn on the Push function.

QR codes

Play store (Android)

App store (iOS)
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Colors
Colors are key in design. Elegant Nordic White, warm Toffee Brown or mystical Cima.
We have whatever color you want – it’s your choice.

Introducing the first Marcel Wanders’ range of surface materials designed for HI-MACS ® and produced by LG Hausys.
A combination of mineral elements give definition to three poetic characters: meet the ‘Star Queen,’ the ‘Ice Queen’ and the ‘Shadow
Queen.’ Full of personality, these surface solutions evolve from a set of powerful polarities

Lucia
Solid

From elegant to extravagant, classic to ultracontemporary - this is a limitless collection.
New

S034

Diamond White

S006

Arctic White

S028

Alpine White

S001

Satin White

S009

Cream

S201

Nougat Cream

S005
Grey

S103

Concrete Grey

S106

Lemon Squash

W002

New

W005

Cloud

W006

Pistachio

New

New

W007

Macadamia

New

New

Lentil

New

W008

New

W009

Acorn

New

W010

Marron

Red Quinoa

New

Design by Marcel Wanders

S026

Banana

S116

Festival Pink

S027

Orange

S025

Fiery Red

S104

Toffee Brown

S107

Mazarin blue

S115

Deep Indigo

S111

Dark Night

S022
Black

W001

Ice Queen

W003

Shadow Queen

Volcanics
Lucent

Gemini

Opal

Star Queen

Full of depth and mysticism, akin to a precious natural stone but with all of the advantages of “Natural Acrylic Stone”.

When combined with precisely positioned light sources, the translucent pastel shades become transformed into dramatic design “highlights”.

VW01
S302

W004

S303

Sapphire

S304
Ruby

VE01

Tambora

VA01

VE02

Santa Ana

Mikeno

VE26

VR21

Shasta

Stellar

VL21

VB21

VN24

T025

T026

T001

M203

M305

M104

M301

M205

Santorini

Taos

Kohala

S305

Emerald

VB01

Merapi

Granite

A huge selection of textures and colors. Natural, elegant and perfect to combine.

P001

G034

Perna White

Arctic Granite

G113

Iceberg

G259

Persian Cream

G235

Candy White

G110

Corona

Aster(Galaxy)

G065

Tundra Quartz

G130

Vanilla Suagar

G050

Tapioca Pearl

T017

Andromeda

T010

Nebula

With transparent grains and mother of pearl shimmer, as if from another world.

T011

T024

Venus

Spica

T016

T002

Mars

Uranus

Capella

Rigel

Black Hole

T008
G004

White Quartz

G101

Crystal Beige

G109

Beige Island

G260

Persian Sand

G038

Sea Oat Quartz

G111

Macchiato

G102

Grey Crystal

G058

G048

Jupiter

Moonscape Quartz Beach Sand

Marmo

You will be captivated by its sophisticated texture, reminiscent of marble.
New

G002

Grey Sand

G005

White Granite

G030

Ivory Quartz

G019

Natural Quartz

G100

Peanut Butter

G131

Oatmeal

G117

Cappuccino

G134

Wholegrain

New

G132

Walnut

M306

Breeze White

M307
Mist

M351
Milan

M103

Bologna

M352

Vernazza

M201
Terni

Lucca

New

G001

Desert Sand

G042

Venetian Sand

P
G007

latinum Granite

G114
Clay

G063

Allspice Quartz

G074

Mocha Granite

G103

Grey Onix

G047

Black Bird

Modena

Roma

New

G053

Stardust Granite

M322

M105

M303

M207

M401

M402

M403

M323

M304

M206

Pantheon

Verona

Capri

Pisa

Veladero

M411

Messina

M412
Foggia

Siena

Parma

Design by
Karim Rashid

P004
Perna Black

P101

Kreemy

Grey

P102

Kold Silver
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P103

Kandy Pink

P100

Key Lime

P104

Kanada Violet

P105

Kopp

P106

Koal

Goldstrike

Cortez

Colosseum

Bari

Monza
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SPECIFICATION
SHEET SPECIFICATION

FEATURES

Sheet thickness
in mm

Sheet width
in mm

Sheet length
in mm

6

760

2,490

12

760

3,680

*Special customized order to be prediscussed

Weight/ft2
HI-MACS

Ⓡ

FABRICATION & INSTALLATION
· Wide range of color and pattern choices
· Non-porous structure

Solids
result

Unit

Granite
result

Unit

6mm

1.14

1bs

1.08

1bs

12mm

4.55

1bs

4.32

1bs

6mm

0.52

kg

0.49

kg

12mm

2.07

kg

1.96

kg

HI-MACS

Ⓡ

Thickness
6mm

760/2,490

2

20~21

Expansion

12mm

760/3,680

3

57~61

Tensile strength
Flexural strength

Thermal expansion

Assessment
S06 defects

Assessment

Acetic acid (vinegar)
Citric acid (lemon)
Natrium carbonate
Ammoniac water
Ethyl alcohol
White/Red/South wine
Beer
Cola-drinks
Instant coffee
Black tea
Blackcurrant juice
Cream
Water
Benzine
Acetone
Ethyl-butyl acetate
Butter
Olive oil
Mustard
Salt
Onion
Lipstick
Disinfectant
Black ballpoint
Stamping ink
Household cleaner
Cleaning agent
Use group according
to DIN 68861

no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
3
3
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
2
1
no effect
no effect
1B

no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
3
3
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
no effect
2~3
1
no effect
no effect
1B

Assessment according
to DIN 68930 Tab.1
Other work top spaces:
ues group : 1C
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lbs / in

0.063

0.06

ASTM D 792

-

1.75

1.75

ASTM D 792

30.0X106

30.0X106

ASTM D 696

1.02

1.21

ASTM D 696

mm

<0.05

<0.05

DIN 318

kg / cm

390

390

ASTM D 638

kg / cm

790

790

ASTM D 790

Hardness rockwell

-

90

88

ASTM D 785

Barcol

-

63

61

ASTM D 785

Pencil

H

5

5

KSD 6711

1.50

1.50

ASTM D 256

6mm

%, 23°C

0.05

0.05

ASTM D 570

12mm

in / 1lbs

47.20

43.30

NEMA-LDI-2.15

12mm

mm

<1,400

<1,400 DIN EN 438, part 2, pt.12, ‘92

12mm

N

25

25 DIN EN 438, part 2, pt.11, ‘92

6mm

%, 23°C

0.05

0.05

12mm

24hrs

0.04

0.05

ASTM D 570

-

>0.32-0.9

>0.32-0.9

GMG 100(replaces R9)

Water absorption
Slippery resistance

°C

positive

positive

AMK

Heat distortion temperature

°F

221-230

219-226

ASTM D 648

-

°C

105-110

104-108

-

Dry heat (pan bottom)

°C

≤100

≤100

DIN 68 861, part 7, 04-’85

Wet heat (pan bottom)

°C

7A

7A

DIN 68 861, part 8, 04-’85

Cigarette burn resistance

-

6C

6B

DIN 68 861, part 6, 04-’85

Chemical impact

-

1B

1B

DIN 68 861, part 1, 12-’81
DIN 68 861, part 4, 11-’81

-

4D

4B

%

98

98

KS F 4810-1986

>1X1012Ω

insulating

insulating

DIN IEC 1340-4-1, 04-’92

∆E

no change

no change

ASTM D 1499

(1,000hrs)

-

-

-

Xenon (light resistance)

- better than 6 better than 6

DIN 53 387, 04-’89

Hygienic

-

Food contact

-

Stain recovery
Electrostatic
Weather resistance

Fire resistance

-

suitable

suitable

DIN 53 387, 04-’89

suitable for all colors

LMBG §31 Food

available in 2003

contact safety

B1

Ⓡ

Smaller hand-held saws may also be used with HI-MACS .
Cicular saw for short straight cuts. Jig saws for small curved cuts.
Care and experience is required for making cuts with hand-held saws.

DUST

Ⓡ

B1

BAM-certificate
DIN 4102-1

CUTTING

FINISH CUTTING

HI-MACS Ⓡ expands and contracts according to temperature and humidity.
Installers should keep this in mind when measuring.
When marking cutouts, leave approximately 1/4 inch of space.

With the proper bits, numerous decorative or smooth edges may be achieved with the
use of a router.
For more complicated finishes, a template is recommended.

DRILLING AND PROGAMMABLE TABLE ROUTERS

6mm

Cutout Area

Ⓡ
HI-MACS may be used on Programmable Table Routers for custom,
large quantity and precision processing.
Ⓡ
HI-MACS is suitable for use with any hole making device.
1/8 of an inch of space should be allowed when working
with this type of equipment.

Sheet
6mm
When installing at the wall side or joining between sheets,
leave approximately 1/4 inch of space.

HI-MACS ADHESIVE
Warnning : Adhesive are flammable. Proper safety precautions
should be taken to avoid firing.

3,000mm

SELECTION OF ADHESIVE ACCORDING
TO PRODUCT TYPE
over
3mm

over
3mm

BREAKAGE
Cracks can occur due to the following reasons :
Ⓡ
- The support for HI-MACS is not level
- The joint is not finished smoothly
- Adhesive is not applied evenly
- Proper length or spacing is not left during fabrication

WARRANTY & SERVICES
All HI-MACS Ⓡ products are carefully manufactured to ISO 9001 quality standards
and backed by a full technical service support team.
A limited 10 year installed warranty applies to all HI-MACS structures provided
they have been fabricated and installed bt an authorized fabricator and
correctly maintained according to recommended guidelines

Precise and smooth radius cutting of HI-MACS is possible with the use
of a router and a template. This is best for routing for sink installation.
A minimum of 1/2 inch of space should be allowed when making sink
cut outs with a router.

Proper breathing filters and ventilation are necessary when working
Ⓡ
with HI-MACS , as breathing dust can be harmful.

ASTM D 570

Climate change resistance

Scratch resistance

When working with HI-MACS , one needs to observe
common safety procedures and practices.
- Check all electrical tools prior to use
- Always wear safety goggles
- Wear gloves, shoes, and dust filtering masks
- Only use sharp cutters
- Work in a light, well-ventilated area

RADIUS CUTTING

m / m / °C

(with impact test apparatus)

Fulfill of requirements+

Test method

Granite

X106 in / in / F

according to DIN 68861 & KIN 68930 Tab. 1

OTHER POWER SAWS

Ⓡ

Solid

Izod impact notched strength (ball drop)kgXcm / cm

Test material
G25 defects

· Laboratory tables

Result

Unit

Density

kg/
Sheet

Table Saw is required for precision and large quantity cutting of HI-MACS . Carbide or
diamond blades are recommended for best performance.
Cutting speed can differ, but 2-3M/min is recommended.
Table Saw with rollers is commended for precise long cuts.

SAFETY GUIDE
· Wall decorations
· Commercial interiors

Specification

m2
Sheet

Ⓡ

HI-MACS weight differs based upon thickness and length.
Ⓡ
In a single sheet, HI-MACS should be carried vertically to prevent from
breaking or bending. Multiple sheets should e supported by a pallet.

SPECIFICATION DATA SHEET

Width/
Length

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE

· Stain and chemical resistance
· Effortless fabrication and seamless installation

· Vanity tops
· Office desks

Specific gravity
Weight
Sheets

LINE CUTTING

Ⓡ

APPLICATIONS
· Kitchen tops
· Working tables

Thickness

HANDLING

STORAGE
Ⓡ

Store HI-MACS indoors in an area with proper ventilation.
Ⓡ
HI-MACS should not be placed directly on the floor.
Avoid high temperatures or high humidity.

over
3mm

Product
over
3mm

HI-MACS

Adhesive

Characteristics

Ⓡ

Designated adhesive
Ⓡ
for HI-MACS

Start the finish process after
2~3 hours for hardening

Ⓡ

Neoprene
rubber type

Press at semi dry condition
after applying on both side.
Suitable for the back-reinforcing veneer.

Silicone
caulking type

Effective in the installation for
counter top. Easy process,
high impact resistance and elasticity.

Cyanoacrylate
type

Effective at the adhesion of
small products.

Epoxy type
(2Component mixed type)

More than 24hour hardening on pressing
after applying the complete mixture
of the main component and hardner.

Acryl type
(2Component mixed type)

Press down the facing area after
applying the main component and
hardner separately. Easy processing
and short adhesion time.

HI-MACS
+ Wooden
Plate
Veneer

HI-MACS
+ Metal

Ⓡ
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Customer Service Network
US LG HSAI

Europe LG HSEG

India LG HSI

China LGHS TJ

Intergrated branch
in the US (production/sales)

Sales branch
in Europe

Sales branch
in India

Production branch
in China (Tianjin)

Russia LG HSR
Sales branch
in Russia

China LG HSC
Sales branch
in China (Shanghai)

Moscow
One IFC 10 Gookjegeumyoong-Ro, Yeouido-Dong,
Yeongdeungpo-Gu, Seoul, 150-876, Korea

GLOBAL NETWORK

China LGHS WX
Prouduction branch
in China (Wuxi)

Frankfurt

Detroit

Istanbul

KOREA

Tianjin

Atlanta

Tokyo

LG Hausys America, Inc.-ATLANTA
900 Circle 75 Pkwy Suite#1500, Atlanta, USA. GA 30339
TEL : 1-678-486-8244

Wuxi
Dubai

LG Hausys Trading Co. Ltd. - SHANGHAI
19F Magnolia Plaza No.777 Hongqiao Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai,
China, 200030
TEL : 86-21-5241-6600

New Delhi

Shanghai
Taipei

Bangkok

LG Hausys Europe GMBH - FRANKFURT
Lyoner str 15, Atricom C6, D/60528 Frankfurt am main, Germany
TEL : 0049-69-583029-0
LG Hausys Russia, LLC. - MOSCOW
Lesnaya Plaza, 8th Floor, 4, 4th Lesnoy Pereulok, Moscow, 125047, Russia
TEL : 7-495-663-3958
LG Hausys India Private Ltd. - GURGAON
Plot #11 Sector 44 Gurgaon Haryana – 122001, India
TEL : 91-124-4212590

Jakarta

San Paulo

LG Hausys, Ltd. TAIPEI OFFICE - TAIPEI
2F, NO. 89, Sec. 2, Tiding Ave., Taipei 11493, Taiwan
TEL : 886-2-2658-6370
LG Hausys, Ltd. ISTANBULOFFICE - ISTANBUL
Büyükdere cad. Maslak Nurol Plaza No : 255A Blok 8.Kat 34398 Maslak,
Istanbul, Turkey
TEL : 90-212-285-1101
LG Hausys, Ltd. TOKYO OFFICE - TOKYO
Kyobashi Trust-Tower 14F, 2-1-3 Kyobashi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 104-0031, Japan
TEL : 81-3-5299-4533
LG Hausys, Ltd. JAKARTA OFFICE - JAKARTA
Tower One at The City Center (TCC) Batavia 18th Floor, Unit 2B
KH. Mas. Mansyur Kav. 126, Kel. Karet Tengsin, Kec. Tanah Abang,
Jakarta Pusat, 10220, Indonesia
TEL : 62-21-2967-5043
LG Hausys Middle East OFFICE - DUBAI
Dubai Internet City Building @3, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
TEL : 971-4-553-1452
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Technical Report & Certificate
Numerous certificates award HI-MACS® top marks
As regards hygiene, HI-MACS® does not absorb humidity, is highly resistant to stains,
and is easy to clean, maintain and repair. Countless internationally recognized certificates
attest to the quality of HI-MACS® in terms of ecological commitment, hygiene and
fire resistance – being the first Solid Surface in the market to receive the official
European Technical Approval (ETA) for façades – for Alpine White S728 color

Numerous certificates award
HI-MACS® top marks

Technical Report
1. Test Report
1_1) Test Report_HI-MACS(Solid)
1_2) Test Report_HI-MACS(Granite)
1_3) Test Report_HI-MACS(Volcanics)
1_4) Test Report_HI-MACS(Volcanics Natural)
1_5) Test Report_HI-MACS(Galaxy_Aster)
1_6) Test Report_HI-MACS(Marmo)
2. Stain Resistance Test_by QAI
3. Chemical Resistance Test
4_1) Chemical Resistance Test.l_HI-MACS(G34)_by KTR
4_2) Chemical Resistance Test.l_HI-MACS(G47)_by KTR
4_3) Chemical Resistance Test.l_HI-MACS(S104)_by KTR
4_4) Chemical Resistance Test.l_HI-MACS(VB21)_by KTR

Environmental Certification
1. HB_Certificate
1_1) HB_Certificate of Environmental Building Material _by KACA
1_2) HB_Certificate of Environmental Building Material_Test Report_by KACA
2. GreenGuard_Certificate_Gold Standard
2_1) GreenGuard_Certificate_Gold Standard_HI-MACS
2_2) GreenGuard_Certificate_Gold Standard_HI-MACS_Volcanics
2_3) GreenGuard_Certificate_Gold Standard_HI-MACS_Eden Plus
2_4) GreenGuard_Certificate_Gold Standard_HI-MACS_Adhesive
3. SCS_Certificate (LEED)
3_1) SCS Certificate_Recycled Content(35%)
3_2) SCS Certificate_Recycled Content(10%)
3_3) SCS Certificate_Recycled Content(6%)
4. NSF Standards
4_1) NSF International
4_2) NSF_Official Listings as of Oct. 26, 2015
5. HPD (Health Product Declaration)
5_1) LG Hausys_HI-MACS_HPD
5_2) LG Hausys_HI-MACS_Volcanics_HPD
5_3) LG Hausys_HI-MACS_Eden Plus_HPD

Fire Resisting Test
SHAPING THE FUTURE.
IN HARMONY WITH THE ENVIRONMENT.
· Composition : aluminium trihydroxide, the main component of HI-MACS®, is a bi-product of aluminium production.
· Manufacturing : The production of this material is marked by an excellent energy balance. In addition, HI-MACS® plants in Cheongju (Korea) and
Atlanta (USA) meet all environmental standards.
· Transport : The material is transported from the USA to Europe exclusively by ship. Within Europe, HI-MACS® observes
the Euro-5 standards for reduced particulate emissions. The partner-n etwork of LG Hausys Europe is selected thoroughly: the transport partner
for Europe guarantees recycling of waste water, uses solar energy in the warehouse and trucks that run on gas.
Therefore the LG Hausys-partner was awarded with the Green Truck Award 2013.
· Processing : The material allows for virtually waste-free processing.
· Commitment : LG Hausys conducts and publishes regular environmental audits along with energy consumption analyses. Thanks to the use of nonpollutin fuels,
greenhouse gas emissions have been cut by 15,000 tons per year since 2008.
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1. Fire Resisting Test_Building Material_Class B1
1_1) Fire Resisting Test_Building Material_Class B1(HI-MACS 9mm)
1_2) Fire Resisting Test_Building Material_Class B1(HI-MACS 12mm)
2. Fire Resisting Test_M1
3. Fire Resisting Test_by warringtonfire
4. Fire Resisting Test_Marine Equipment Directive_MED B
5. Fire Resisting Test_Marine Equipment Directive_MED D

ISO/OHSAS
1. ISO_LG Hausys, Ltd._SE_9001
2. ISO_LG Hausys, Ltd._SE_14001
3. OHSAS_LG Hausys, Ltd._SE_1800
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